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Tom Werner is SunPower’s president and chief executive officer, and 
chairman of the SunPower board of directors.

“We are focused 
on the levelized 
cost of electricity”

CEO Interview: The list of PV pies in which SunPower has 
its fingers is a long one. From its project development, 
leases and loans in the downstream segment, to its unique 
cell architecture, Fab 4 capacity expansion plans and C7 
LCPV system, SunPower is aiming wide while maintaining 
its place as one of the top-10 module producers, in terms 
of volume, globally. pv magazine travelled to SunPower’s 
San Jose base to meet with CEO Tom Werner.

pv magazine: In the depths of the solar downturn, manufac-
turing expansions were, more or less, off the table. SunPower 
was one of the first to announce capacity expansion plans. 
Why do you think now is the time?
Tom Werner: We were the first to say that we were going to 
expand, and that we’re going to expand by 25%, by 350 MW. If 
you think about nascent technologies, it’s interesting where the 
industry has come from, because 350 MW is not that big today, 
but it’s bigger than any startup has ever contemplated.
350 MW is a reasonable expansion for SunPower, but the impor-
tant thing is that we are expanding with higher efficiency, less 
step-count technology. So we’re doing two things simultane-
ously: more capacity and new technology. Think of it as a scaled 
experience with our latest generation technology so we can 
build the bigger fab next. Our next expansion is almost prepa-
ratory for the bigger ones that comes after. So by most people’s 
expectations, 350 MW is a huge demonstration and production 
of new technology. 

Could you say it’s the world’s biggest pilot line?
Exactly.

You’ve announced a 30 to 35% production cost reduction 
through this expansion—the Fab 4 concept. How is that 
going to be achieved?
What’s cool about our technology is that we’re focused com-
pletely on LCOE [levelized cost of electricity]. We attack the 
top of LCOE by making fewer steps and we can accomplish the 
same thing by engineering the steps out and combining steps. 

We will also use less material, thinner wafers. You can change 
the way that you add silicon. You use less chemistry—that’s the 
numerator. Then the denominator is that you have higher effi-
ciency by designing the back of the cell more effectively. And 
we’re doing both. So what we get is nice curves: we get more effi-
ciency, with approximately 35% less panel cost out of that fab.

So the 30 to 35% relates to module costs, not cell costs?
That’s correct.

My understanding was that the announced expansion is cell 
expansion. Will module capacity track that?
When we do cells, we do modules. We have module capacity 
in seven locations, so we just flex and that’s pretty straight for-
ward to do. The novel thing is 350 MW of new cell capacity, but 
we will flex the module capacity.

There is quite a lot of discussion these days about what shape 
the PV module manufacturing landscape is going to take 
geographically. You have cell operations in both Malaysia 
and the Philippines. Are you happy with Southeast Asia as a 
manufacturing location?
We are extremely happy and I think it’s a good location for the 
future. We will competitively bid the next expansion and look at 
other parts of the market for our expansion, but I think that it’s 
fair to say that it is extremely likely that it will be Southeast Asia. 
It’s worth remembering that China is the largest PV market in 
the world and will be the largest electricity market for the indef-
inite future. So being proximate to China is a big deal. 
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While we’re talking geography, the solar trade dispute cur-
rently in the U.S. is an ongoing topic for discussion. What is 
your take on it?
First of all, we believe in free markets. Secondly, we’re not 
affected by the infringement case with the tariffs. Our sup-
ply chain is engineered in a way that tariffs are not relevant to 
us. Thirdly, we saw during the downturn that companies were 
being supported in a way that wasn’t justified by their cost. So 
the idea that our governments were supporting the industry is 
just factually obvious. But it’s not for me to solve because I pre-
fer free markets. To the extent that the trade dispute has hap-
pened, it has caused pricing to go up a little bit in the U.S. It’s 
only a few cents per watt; it’s not a huge driver, but it is a driver.

“We believe in free markets.”

You mentioned your interest in China. I’ve spoken to some 
European suppliers who say it’s extremely difficult for Euro-
pean or U.S. suppliers to get a foothold in China. How will 
SunPower do it?
European and American companies, on average, don’t have 
a chance in China. There aren’t many examples across indus-
tries and in solar there are none. We will be the first. There are 
western companies that do quite well in China, but I think it’s 
important to have good local partner. 
We have the TZ Group and they are a great partner. They are 
a state-owned enterprise, therefore as a partner they under-
stand how China works. We also manufacture C7 [SunPower’s 
LCPV technology] in China. We have transferred our concen-
trator technology in a way that the Chinese market is happy. 
That way we can reduce cost, but we can manufacture the cell 
outside of Canada. 
The structure of our supply chain is unique and our partner 
structure is unique, in that we have three partners in total. We 
have a state-owned enterprise in TZ Group, we have the city 
of Hohap, and a power company, Inner Mongolia Power. It’s a 
unique four-way joint venture that gives you access to transmis-
sion, if you can be economical and justify it. We have a state-
owned enterprise which gives you market intelligence about 
how to do things well, and the city which contributes land in 
locations for plants. 

But only recently, First Solar abandoned its Inner Mongolia 
project, so you have to act carefully, don’t you?
We’re doing the opposite: we’re going big. Any market forecast 
has China being 40 to 50% of the solar industry, so we’re doing 
the opposite of First Solar and going big in China. Saying that, 
we’re doing it with our eyes open because it’s not our home 
market and that’s why our partnerships hold the key. We’re on 
our way to realizing our first power plant in China and we have 
revenue in China. This isn’t a projection, this is real and it’s 
happening. 

SunPower has had some success in Japan, mainly through 
supply agreements such as the 100 MW annual agreement 
with Toshiba, but you must be shipping more volume than 
that. What other agreements are you supplying there?

The majority of our product goes through Toshiba, but there 
is an agreement with another company that I can’t name. And 
we also supply directly to mega solar projects. So we will sell 
modules, which is unusual for us as we almost exclusively do 
that in Japan.

“We are going big in China.”

The Japanese market has been fortuitous for the whole 
industry and it’s also a market where quality and high-effi-
ciency is valued. During the downturn, did you ever doubt 
the high-efficiency route?
What the downturn did, is make the strong stronger. It made 
everyone focus deeply on getting costs down. When the down-
turn started, you couldn’t project who would do that. But high-
efficiency was what Total saw when it invested, and it invested 
prior to the downturn. 
High-efficiency was what motivated Total, and that invest-
ment gave SunPower strength on our balance sheet during the 
downturn.
So now we’ve come out of the downturn and the market is buy-
ing on cents per kWh and not on cents per watt. And we have 
low cents per kWh when there are good levels of sunshine. It 
helped during the downturn that we were able to get the cost 
of the module down, but we’re not competing directly on cost 
per watt, so it allows us to attack the market differently from 
everyone else. 

We started with high-efficiency, and then we got costs down. 
Now that we can compete with others on energy—not just other 
solar companies but with conventional energy—it starts to open 
up some interesting markets.

What markets are you talking about, not simply geographic 
markets?
Distributed generation means that we move away from the 
model of centralized power plants. You generate where you use. 
But solar isn’t always producing when you want to use it. When 
you add storage to it, the consumer goes from zero control of 

SunPower has been working with the non-profit solar installer GRID 
Alternatives since 2006. Here Tom gets some hands-on experience.
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their electricity bill to total control five years from now. The way 
this will work is that you will generate electricity, and then with 
batteries you can store it, and with energy management, you can 
optimize the two; we call that energy services provider. So we 
have a big R&D effort in storage and energy management and 
we are becoming an energy service provider. 
We have pilots in Australia where we’re doing creative things 
with peak shaving, demand charge elimination, and arbitrage, 
which is all preparatory for entering demand markets like Cali-
fornia. In California we have another pilot with KB Home. Then 
in the first quarter of next year, we will have a pilot in Germany 
where there’s a level of storage that’s not novel. 
We have progressed from making a solar cell to making a sys-
tem; from making energy today to where we are going, which 
is to say that we are becoming an energy service provider. A 
customer can come to us and say, “I want to move away from 
just buying energy.” The consumer goes from being a passive 
participant, to having an active system in that you can control 
generation and demand. We’re working on developing that over 
the next five years.

That requires software control solutions, bidirectional 
inverters and lots of other kit. Can you develop all of this?
A lot of that exists, but getting it right in combination is impor-
tant. The integration is the unique feature as well as integration 
to the market structure: How is the inverter connected? How 
does the software run? Are you selling the energy, or is the util-
ity selling it? The structure is going to vary, so what we’re going 
to make is a system that can adapt to different markets.

This also links into ideas like the smart home concept, 
doesn’t it?
There are a lot of companies interested in smart homes. Nest 
is the example we tend to think about here in California. The 
approach we’re going to take that if you’re going to generate solar 
electricity, then we will help you generate it in a way that will 
help you optimize your energy bill and your energy experience.

Also according to your energy market, if I understand it 
correctly.
That’s right. We’re not saying we’re going to take over the util-
ities’ job, we’re not going to replace an ABB, a Honeywell or 
Schneider Electric. Our objective is that if you’re going to be a 
generator, we’re going to extend your capability, so you can have 
total control of your energy in your energy market.

“SunPower is there for the long haul.”

Looking towards your international footprint, your recent 
merchant power plant in Chile is an interesting development 
(pv magazine 07/14), but what about the MENA region? I’ve 
heard it said that your relationship with Total has allowed 
you better access to the MENA region. When do you think 
we’ll see the MENA markets fulfill some of the potential 
we’ve been hearing about?
Our unique structure is that we’re 60% owned by Total, and 
Total has done business in the Middle East for almost 100 years. 
In Saudi Arabia, Total is building a $10 billion refinery. That 
allows us to have access to a mature relationship with the energy 
market. 
That tells us that markets in the Middle East that make eco-
nomic sense don’t necessarily get turned on when you want. 
The example that everyone talks about is Saudi Arabia and we 
think that market is going to take several years for the Saudi 
political structure and economy to decide on what kind of 
structure they want for the solar market. 
The countries around Saudi Arabia are doing reasonable and 
very interesting business in solar. Abu Dhabi with Masdar is at 
the center of that, certainly Qatar and Jordan as well. 
Saudi Arabia will happen, but if anybody tells you that they 
know when, you can be quite comfortable telling them that they 
don’t really know, and neither do I. Patience is required, and 
SunPower is there for the long haul. 
The other thing I would say is that C7 is unique because you 
can set up a supply chain that would make a lot of sense in that 
part of the world. We have Total, we have C7, we have patience, 
and we have a lot of experience in the region. S
 Interview by Jonathan Gifford

SunPower installed a 675 kW lightweight PV power system on the roof of San 
Francisco’s convention and exhibition facility Moscone Center in 2004.


